Cui bono by Gary Bate
Humanity has been the victim to tyrants for eons and the 'waking up' process is the waking up to
this. Gradually, humanity is waking up and moving to a higher consciousness. On an individual
level, it is the movement of one's kundalini energy out of the lowest 3 chakras into the heart centre.
Some people see this as a fight between God and the Devil and in a sense they are correct, in that
God (love) is not involved in the consciousness of the first 3 chakras.
The overriding consciousness of the first 3 chakras is CONTROL. At the heart centre, there is an
absence of control, which is unconditional love. So you can see the sharp contrast between the
consciousness of the third and fourth chakras...
The Will of God is the collective Will of us all. Devils or devilish looking creatures clearly exist as
the Will of some. They exist here and they exist in the Light. But I don't see that there is a singular
entity known as Satan nor do I see there is a singular, magnanimous entity called God. Indeed, God
is the love that binds us all and the Devil is the control and wickedness that consumes some people.
So God versus Devil is really Love versus Control.
This planet has been controlled for eons and thus there has been tyrants and victims for eons here.
The controllers being the tyrants and the victims being the masses. The latter are slowly waking up
and the tyrants know this – that's why 'they' are now rushing to implement their plans for total
World domination. To the awakened, this is obvious.
Cui bono?
The same people who have always benefitted – the elitist, aristocratic, Royal & banking families.
These are the wealthiest tyrants on the planet and they worship power (control). They initiate the
laws here and they ensure they never fall victim to their own laws. It's all fixed through their secret
societies. Governments, military, police and judiciary are all owned by them. The 'Establishment'.
This is the way things are but it's not the way they have led you to believe things are through their
media organisations. They have withheld critical knowledge and lied to you, in order to stay in
control and have all gravy trains coming to them. This is the reason this World only works for them.
8 billion people are potentially a threat to this power structure, which probably consists of around
300 rich tyrants. However, 7 billion are still either asleep (unconscious) or only partially awake.
The awakened are no threat to 'the powers that be' because the unawakened do the bidding of their
masters. The question now is – how long will it take for 7 billion people to see there's something
wrong with the picture they're being presented with?
Putin and Biden will have a nice 'comrade chat' and decide how to continue the story. The idea that
Putin, Biden and Jinping are not all on the same side is ludicrous. It's all global theatre to keep the
masses distracted, while they all keep jabbing.
Relax. You can't force this global evolution. It will take time and many deaths are likely to occur
first. But people will finally connect the dots, even if they're doing it in a 'light review'.
The awakened will never acquiesce to tyranny nor will they ever go to the Light again. They know
that they are not accountable to anyone and that nobody has authority over them. They (we) are
sovereign beings. “I may appear to be here, but I am with my Father in the Darkness” ~ Gary Bate.
(We all came out of the Darkness and that's where the savvy return to...)
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